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About This Game

Shoot' Em Up, Vertical Fast & Fun !
The Overdriven Ship is back in a new and enhanced version :

More better, more intense, and more beautiful !

1 to 4 Players (Local Co-op),
6 Game-Modes : Story, Arcade, Manic (no healthbar for player), The Line, 7 Challenges, 56 Puzzle-Maps ( Color-Reflex Mode

/ A Match 3 with bullets !)
and a Boss Rush !

2 SpaceShips ( + 1 unlockable),
4 Difficulties (EASY - NORMAL - HARD- NIGHTMARE) in Story Mode,

35 Alien Artifacts to find,
7 space cows to find,
A lot of achievements
Steam Leaderboards,

A great original Rock soundtrack.

DLC "Special Edition Upgrade" now included for free !
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Title: Overdriven Reloaded
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
TOMAGameStudio
Publisher:
TOMAGameStudio
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Xp, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 .

Processor: Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900 (embeded card not recommended)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compliant sound card.

English,French,German,Portuguese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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Looks like a EA cash grab and run, thats a shame was an interesting take on the survival style game. Seems like there should be
some recourse as a consumer, Steam should remove abandoned games from their store. At the very least it I didn't waist to
much money on it. :(

Abandoned do not buy!!!. This game is a nice mix of shooter and puzzle game... Quick review: You go into caves and look for
survivors (or gems) and grab them, then you try to shoot enemies and avoid lava so you can get to the exit. Sometimes you have
to look for ways to cool the lava so you can get past it...

It's fun.. Enjoyable. Not quite as good as the trilogy it comes from but defintly a enjoyable VN.. Boring !! bad story ,bad small
game in it .♥♥♥♥♥♥ ending
not much to chose the dialogs from ,really its really bad even half a dollar is too much for it. Best in the series?. A Valken clone
with mouse aiming. Good for a few hours. I recommend Gigantic Army over this, though.
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fun - ★★★ │ story - ☆☆☆ │ graphic - ★★☆☆☆
┴──────┴───────┴───────────────

this game is fun, but it was not a rhythm game of my taste

───────────────────────────────. It's an excellent tool for learning geography! Includes
many fun learning modes, such as exploration and challenge modes. The game even has a multiplayer mode (good job, devs!),
although I've yet to test it out.

I also haven't experienced any crashes or even bugs for that matter. The game runs very smoothly. It's even playable with a
controller!

You can't really go wrong with the current price either. Easily worth the money if you're even slightly interested in geography
and the world in general.. Really enjoying this game! Not sure why there are so many mixed reviews - it seems like most folks
on here are biased against racing games anyway, so I think that's why.

The controller works just fine (there's an options menu off the main menu where you can choose input) and it's got a great
soundtrack. Graphics are good enough - sure, it's a mobile port so the graphics *could* be better on your uber:pc but you know
what this is a low budget racer and its not like you're paying full whack for it - the graphics are good enough and when you're
whizzing down the tracks at a zillion mph you should probably be concentrating on the gameplay instead!!

I got it on sale, so I'm super happy with my purchase but I don't think I'd be too disappointed at full price. It's a very playable
fun little arcade game :). Bought this DLC thinking this was Orchestral Horse Lords, instead got House music. No regrets,
the music is awesome :) The tracks are all based on their own original versions which you can find on the Soundtrack
folder.

Songs:
Main Theme
Journey to Absolution
Kingdom of Jerusalem
The First Crusade
Horns of Hattin and the Aftermath. Don't judge this game by graphic. Very challenging 7.5/10.. Thanks for the game.
The forest made me feel like I'm in a movie. The city is less fun though. I beat the 30 levels in under an hour, most of
the levels are fairly easy but some of them are extremely hard.. This one really surprised me, went beyond my
expectations and hopes. It really shows how much love and effort went into making this game.
I do have to note that in no moment I came across any of the game breaking / severe bugs that seems to have hit some
people.
 Pros:
  +Fantastic art-style
  +Deceptively simple combat with a place for tactics
  +Nice sound-track
  +Good story

 Cons:
  -Pretty small resolution (600x480)
  -A couple small bugs here and there
  -The crippling slow move speed

. abandonware
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